
Third Place
Lexus IS300

The entire issue of the IS300 reduces
to two three-digit numbers: 205 and 215.
The first describes the Yokohama 205/
55VR-16 rubber provided for our test
vehicle. The second deals with the
215/45ZR-17 Goodyears available on the
IS300 as a no-cost option. Because the
high-performance 17-inchers are known to
be “summer” tires with lousy snow-
handling capability, the folks at Lexus
decided, based on our November itinerary
in the West Virginia mountains, to mount
the skinnier “all season” Yokohama 16-
inchers for our test.

But the weather was perfect—crys-
talline blue skies and warm temperatures
for the four days. This transformed the
IS300 from a stallion to a skittish mare in
the tight stuff and doomed it to a third-
place finish.

Beyond the tire handicap (the rest of
the field all packed 17-inch rubber
with bigger footprints), the Lexus is
a delight. It is a taut, close-coupled
sedan with its 3.0-liter in-line six
offering up a chunky 218 pound-feet
of torque that more than offsets its
rather modest 215 horsepower.

Some notes from the logbook:
“The manual tranny is excellent—
short, crisp throws—and the clutch is
a pleasure to operate.” “It feels lighter
than the rest.” (At 3384 pounds, the
IS300 is actually 165 pounds heavier
than the Saab and a tad heavier than
the BMW.) “The IS300 has very
sharp responses.” “Great steering

with perfect feel and weighting. Excellent
accuracy.”

But then came the griping about the
tires. “Without sticky 17-inchers, this car
is a bit treacherous. The 205s are melting
on the switchbacks.” “The chassis is eager,
but the tires can’t deliver.” “Like arriving
at a marathon in wingtips.”

Aside from some whining about the
chrome shift knob (it’s a hand burner in
summer, an icicle in winter; it needs a
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AUDI 7.1 19.1 32.5 15.5 @ 7.8 10.4 8.7 131 170
A4 3.0 QUATTRO )denrevog(hpm29

BMW 6.4 17.1 26.0 14.9 @ 6.9 8.1 8.1 130 168
330i )denrevog(hpm49

CADILLAC 7.2 18.8 29.7 15.4 @ 7.9 10.6 9.8 140 172
CTS )denrevog(hpm19

JAGUAR 7.2 20.2 32.1 15.5 @ 8.1 11.7 11.1 130 174
X-TYPE 3.0 )denrevog(hpm98

LEXUS 7.2 19.2 29.6 15.4 @ 7.8 8.6 7.9 139 174
IS300 )denrevog(hpm09

LINCOLN 7.9 21.2 35.5 16.1 @ 8.3 10.6 10.8 130 173
LS )denrevog(hpm98

SAAB 6.9 17.1 25.3 15.2 @ 7.5 12.6 7.5 151 169
9-3 VIGGEN 95 mph

TEST AVERAGE 7.1 19.0 30.8 15.4 @ 7.8 10.4 9.1 134 171
91 mph
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Lexus
IS300

Highs:Balance, size,
and suspension amount
to a delightful
performance package.

Lows:Needlessly skimpy
rubber, busybody interior.

The Verdict:Given the
correct tires, this would be a
major contender.
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leather mitten) and the somewhat over-
wrought speedometer that seems a rather
hokey knockoff of an outsize Breitling
chronograph, the car gained praise for its
crisp styling and efficient employment of
interior space. Given its wide-spectrum
performance capability, we only wish this
neat little sedan had been given a chance
to prove its true mettle with competitive
rubber.

Second Place
Audi A4 3.0 Quattro

As any serious German driver will tell
you, Audi’s headquarters in Ingolstadt are
about 10 minutes north on the E6 Auto-
bahn from BMW’s lair in Munich. Within
that small southeastern corner of Bavaria
are produced, bar none, the finest mid-
size sports sedans in the world. BMW has
been the king of the autobahn among this
class for decades, but Audi is on the rise,
each year bringing forth A4s and A6s that
edge closer to nudging the ruler off its
throne.

So it is with the new A4 3.0 Quattro,
complete with the only six-speed manual
in the field, which, for the most trivial of

reasons, both real and subjective, finished
second to its arch-rival in this contest.

The reason might be traced to the
number 373, which is the poundage the
four-wheel-drive Audi gives away to the
lighter, more nimble BMW. Part of this
extra bulk lies within the innards of the
A4’s Quattro system—a blessing and a
curse that offers great traction at the
expense of alacrity in the corners.

Aside from the weight difference and
subsequent advantage in performance
enjoyed by its Munich rival, the two vehi-
cles are delightfully similar. However, the
slightly lower-content BMW (no six-
speed, sunroof, heated seats, or “Park-
tronic” backup warning system) still costs
$1000 more than the heavier-option-laden
Audi.

Our test procedure involves a driver
rotation among the comparison cars at
intervals of 20 to 30 minutes, and at this
frequency drivers get a vivid and imme-
diate impression of the slightest nuances
in handling and behavior of each vehicle.
Within this discipline the A4 received
high marks across the board, even when
compared with the BMW’s more respon-
sive handling in the mountains. There the
aforementioned 373 pounds made them-
selves known and probably spelled the
difference between first and second
place.

The A4 and the 330i are 10Best win-
ners, and both are superb vehicles. One is
slightly cheaper but loaded with sophisti-
cation and style, and it gives way to its
quicker, more nimble rival and a tight vic-
tory in the balloting. C’est la vie.
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roadholding, emergency- interior sound level, dBA fuel economy, mpg
300-foot lane-change full 70-mph 70-mph EPA EPA C/D 1300-

skidpad, g maneuver, mph idle throttle cruising coasting city highway mile trip

0.83 62.6 44 74 67 66 18 25 22

0.83 64.5 40 76 66 66 21 30 25

0.83 62.5 46 75 69 68 18 25 21

0.80 64.4 41 75 68 67 19 29 22

0.78 61.0 39 74 68 67 18 25 24

0.84 61.8 45 76 67 66 18 25 20

0.82 63.1 47 77 69 69 20 31 25

0.82 62.8 43 75 68 67 19 27 23

Audi A4
3.0 Quattro

Highs:Sticky four-wheel drive,
wide-ranging power, exquisite
detailing.

Lows:Less-than-perfect
shift linkage. Ho-hum radio
(we’re searching here).

The Verdict:Another nearly
perfect package from Audi.
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